Abstract
Introduction, Motivation
Neural networks are widely used to approximate function mappings given through data representation of the function. Often it is desirable to have derivatives of this function. While the first derivative can often be calculated efficiently through backpropagation, there are cases, where either second derivatives are necessary, or, the backpropagation cannot be applied. For the latter case, forward perturbation could be applied, however, its computational cost is much higher than that of backpropagation. The development of the Taylor network is motivated by the desire for fast access to the derivatives of a function, e.g. in Adaptive Critic Designs as proposed by Werbos [l] and Prokhorov [2] . There the Taylor network could be used to combine the cost-to-go function approximation (HDP, Heuristic Dual Programming) with derivative critics (DHP, Dual Heuristic Programming) towards GDHP (Global Dual Heuristic Programming).
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The idea behind the Taylor network is to use the Taylor series expansion of the function f, but instead of just using one expansion point xo the individual terms of the Taylor series are seen as some other functions of the expansion point itself. These other functions can be approximated by individual neural networks. Learning the goal function f , involves training the neural networks to learn the derivatives as a function of the input values x , and expansion points xo chosen close to x .
Design of a Taylor Network
Instead of learning a function f ( x ) given by some data
into a Taylor series using some developing points {k = 1..K : XO,k} which can be any points; but preferably related to the given data D, e.g. if D is clustered in the input space X around some x,, any close points xc,k would be Well Suited for the xO,k.
For the sake of notational clarity it is assumed that f ( x ) and x and xo are scalars. However, an extension to vectors can be carried out using tensor-formulation. In the context of neural networks, f ( x ) can still be scalar without loss of generality but x and xo are supposed to be vectors. In this case f(l)(so) and f(*)(xo) denote the Jacobian and Hessian o f f at XO, respectively. The true" underlying data generating process f(x) which can only be experienced through the observed data is denoted by f or f(z), and the function approximating f is denoted by f. Therefore, f is accessible whereas f is not.
The Taylor series of f is given by equation (l) , where N denotes the order of the expansion which will be dropped when the notation is clear. Equation (2) gives the remainder of the Taylor series. The goal is now to learn f so that it is an exact approximation of the first N terms of a Taylor expansion of f itself, as given by equations (3) and (4).
The Taylor as the distance between x and zo increases, or, 50 must be close to x. The latter fact is used to tell the neural network how far an expansion point zo fiom the given data point x is by an extra input h = x -xo and thus introducing bias to the networks such that is satisfied for any sufficiently small h = x -xo and for any appropriately learned weights w,, .
Training of the Taylor Network
The problem now is to learn the function f such that it is close as possible to the "true" f, represented by the data samples. Due to the parallel nature of the summed terms a normal error-backpropagation does not work, because for the, first derivative the
or even worse, within the range of the noise in the data.
Since the first approximation term f(O) is close to the desired function f its derivative can be-used in a pretraining stage to learn the next term f(l). The algorithm for pre-training is as follow: Learn f"(O)(z,h;wo) with h = 0 using an error
For n=l to N: barn f(n)(z, 0; tun) using an error
[BP{.} denoting backpropagation used to calculate the first derivative or any other calculation of the the h t derivative].
In the second part of the pre-training the individual approximation functions will be trained with
, any expansion points x0,k for some k, yielding a difference
If the neural networks f(n)(z, h; tun) have been learned sufficiently accurately, a direct adaptation of all W n weights can be done in one step using normal sensitivity analysis (see Appendix A) and an error 6~( x )
However, learning rates must be small enough to guarantee convergence especially for the most sensitive weights.
To achieve independence of h, the right-hand side of equation (5) is seen as a function g ( z , h ) = C,"==, $f(n)(x -h, h)hn. Partial differentiation of g ( z , h ) with respect to h has then to be 0 for all h. Applying the chain-and product rule yields the following equations for training 'One might even consider choosing the Z O ,~ according to a probability distribution given by the training dah, or, simply as interpolation points between successive data points. x-h,h;wn+1) -fP)(x-h, h;w,) Step 4 can be seen as actual and not as pre-training.
E(, )
It is sufficient for on-line adaptation, when the data generating process f is accurate and smooth enough, i.e. when h = x -20 is sufficiently small. This is the case for many problems, especially if a normalization of the input space X is done such that 11x11 5 1, the error is of order o(llhllN+') where N is the order of the Taylor network.
To access derivatives f(")(x) one has simply to input x = zo and h = 0 into f(n)(x~,h;wn). As seen here there is no dependence on h and hence none on 
Implementation
Depending on the actual situation, simplification to the training can be done, e.g. when the data generating process is clocked and produces equidistant spaced data points xi, and the function f to be learned is over sampled such that 2 j + l -xi is quite small, no further subsampling with artificial expansion points xO,k might be necessary. Rather, some samples, say xi-2, .., xi+l can be used as expansion points using a stepwidth of h = x i +~-x i -l for some suitable 1.
Using higher derivatives, results in a symmetry of some partial derivatives, e.g. & = &. Any type of neural networks can be used as long as they are able to approximate the desired derivative well enough. All these aspects can help to build a Taylor network more efficiently.
Experiments
To show that a Taylor network can be made to work in principle, a simple signal, s i n ( m ) for IIxlI 5 1 has been uniformly sampled generating 50 data points and a simple-1st-order Taylor network has been developed. Table   1 .
Conclusions
As it can be seen from 
Appendix A: Sensitivity Analysis
Adaptation of the parameters of any functional block, e.g. a neural network, can be done by using sensitivity analysis. Werbos and Piche give more details in [l, 3,4]. Basically, for any given target T a total derivative of T with respect to any desired signal x or parameter w is 
